
From: Boggi, Michael
To: Sanchez, Chanel
Subject: FW: Implementation documents
Date: Thursday, March 10, 2011 7:58:29 AM
Attachments: Interim relief Panel-Bauer.ppt

Guidance for Partial Averaging Periods.doc

Chanel,
 
Please package this email and its attachments into ADAMS.  Form 665 will follow
presently.  Thanks.
 
Mike
 
From: BAUER, Scott [mailto:sab@nei.org] 
Sent: Thursday, February 24, 2011 3:14 PM
To: Boggi, Michael
Subject: Implementation documents
 
Mike, here are the two documents I created to address the implementation issues as we discussed.
 
Scott Bauer
Sr. Project Manager/STARS Washington Rep
Nuclear Energy Institute
1776 I St. N.W., Suite 400
Washington, DC 20006
www.nei.org
W: 202-739-8058
F: 202-533-0131
C: 202-497-1974
E: sab@nei.org

nuclear. clean air energy.
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Implementation Issues for Interim Relief Proposal









Proposed Interim Approach

		54 hours/week average over a rolling period not to exceed 6 weeks during normal operations

		Work week average applicable to all covered workers



*







Implementation Issues

Conforming Changes

		Averaging applies during normal operations (i.e., periods not covered by 26.205(d)(4), (5), or (6))

		Periods explicitly excluded from the calculation of an average are:

		Periods covered by 26.205(d)(4), (5), or (6)

		Shift turnover

		Within shift breaks and rest periods per § 26.205(b)(2)



*







Implementation Issues

Conforming Changes

		Periods explicitly excluded from the calculation of an average are:

		Unannounced emergency preparedness exercises and drills

		Incidental duties

		Increased threat condition (security only)

		NRC observed force-on-force tactical exercises (security only)

		Periods waived by NRC for common defense and security (security only)



*







Implementation Issues

Conforming Changes

		Periods explicitly excluded from the calculation of an average are:

		Declared plant emergencies

		Acts of nature that make access to a site unsafe



*







Implementation Issues

Conforming Changes

		26.205(e)(1)(i) Reviews- This section does not apply when using averaging since any exceedance of 54 will be assessed under either 26.205(e)(1)(ii), waivers, or 26.205(e)(4), corrective action

		26.207(a) Waivers-Licensees may also grant a waiver of the 54 hr average limit



*







Implementation Issues

Conforming Changes

		26.203(e) Reporting- in place of reporting waivers of the minimum day off requirements during normal operation, licensees will report waivers of the 54 hr average



*







Implementation Guidance

		Averaging period of up to 6 weeks

		Averaging period may be consistent with standard shift cycles but may not be greater than 6 weeks

		Averaging over this period is by rolling week not rolling days

		Guidance for partial averaging periods is under development



*







Implementation Guidance

Covered individuals need not meet the 54 hr average during 6 week periods that are truncated for the following unforeseen reasons:

A forced outage

A declared emergency 

An act of nature that makes access to the site unsafe

Covered worker is moved to non-covered duties

Duties with the licensee are terminated

An unplanned security system outage (security only)

An increased threat condition (security only)

*







Implementation Guidance

		Following a truncated averaging period a licensee:

		May start a new averaging period, or

		May choose not to truncate the averaging period (e.g., when the condition that caused the truncation is of short duration)

		Extended absence- an extended absence is not considered  an interruption or truncation of an averaging period but is considered part of the averaging period



*







Implementation Activities

		Issuance of interim relief and implementation guidance

		Procedure changes

		Training

		Software changes

		TF teams working with vendors



*








Guidance for Partial Averaging Periods

Partial averaging periods are addressed as follows:

If a partial week (i.e., less than 7 days) is to be worked before starting a shift cycle averaging period or at the end of shift cycle averaging period, the limits of 26.205(d)(1) and (2) apply to that partial week.  This would apply to a worker coming out of an outage and going back to normal operations, a worker transitioning from uncovered to covered work, a worker going from covered to uncovered work, etc.

In the case of a worker who has not been working under the 54 hr averaging and will not be working a full shift cycle but will be working a period that is less than the length of a shift cycle (e.g., an outage worker arrives on site and will be working 2 weeks prior to the start of an outage), if the period to be worked is greater than 3 weeks, then they must meet the 54 hr average over the partial period.  If the period is 3 weeks or less, then the worker can work to the limits of 26.205(d)(1) and (2) for the partial period.  



